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INTRODUCTION TO SHADOHGRAPH AND SCHLIEREN IMAGING
Andrew Davidhazy
Rochester In.titute of Technology
Imaging and Photoqraphic Technology

Schlieren photography is not new.
It's a technique peripherally
developed by early astronomers and
glass maker•. It is a word that has
it's origin in the german word
"schliereN or streaks, caused by
inhomogeneous areas in glass. A
variety of methods were used to
detect these .chliere, with some of
them probably closely related to the
technique. which we are about to
examine.
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There are three basic types of
optical probing systems each with
intrinsic merits and limitations.
These are shadowqraphs, schlieren
images, and interferograms. The5e are
lis~ed in order of increasing
complexi~y and pos5ible varia~ions.

In ~he mid 1800's, Leon Foucault
developed a test ~ha~ bears his name
for examining the figure or curvature
of as~ronomical mirrors. Worker5
testing mirror.~i~n the Foucault
~est were well aware of, and took
great pains to minimize, the
disturbing effects of density
gradients present between the light
source, the mirror and the "knife
edge".
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Some of the pioneers in terms of
development of applications were such
people as Toepler, Mach, Schardin,
and others.

Speaking in broad generalities, most
applications of shadowgraphs and
schlieren techniques have mainly been
developed in the field of ballistics
and aerodynamics, although many
applications have been developed to
study fluid mechanics and thermal
exchange processes.

REFRACTION

The fundamental principle behind
shadowgraphs and schlieren optical
probing systems i . that light rays
travel in space or transparent media
in straight lines unless their
direction is altered by some
obstacle. Interferometric systems
usually depend on a phase shift
associated with changes in the
velocity of light.
By way of brief summary. the changes
in direction which light rays can
undergo are summarized as follows:
Upon entering at right angles to the
first surface of a medium of uniform
density and paralell sides, the ligh~
ray slows down or speeds up as it
goes across the medium, depending on
i~'s density, but it's direction is
not altered. Upon exiting it picks up
it's original velocity.
If the ray passes through a similar
subject at an angle, then it's
direction is altered upon entering
the first interface, but if it exits
into the same medium as the one it
entered from, then it returns to it's
original direction at the exit
interface.
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If the intervening area does not hav~
paralell faces, then the liQht ray
which enters the region of different
density has it's direction changed as
above but since the exit interface is
not paralell to the first one, the
exiting ray does no~ pick up it's
original direction but assumes a new
one.

Also. when light rays travel in the
vicinity of a region where there is a
change in densi~y AS shown in ~he
illustration, the direction of those
rays p~ssing clo.e to this ~rea will
al.o suffer a ch~nge in direction.
One could oversimplify this effect in
terms of simply thinking that those
rays which move past this region
"stick" to the denser medium below
and thus affect the direction of the
ray or rays passing in this vicinity.
If the denser medium is located on
top. then the rays bend upwards.

For all tes~ method•• a liQht source
is required. Light will emana~e from
this source in all directions. For
now we will deal only with a "poin~"
source. although a true point source
is often not obtainable or desirable.
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When light from this source falls on
a screen, the screen will appear to
be lit up by the light rays falling
on it. If the source is very far away
then the change in distance between
~he source and the edges of the
screen will be negligible. This will
result in an energy distribution
which is shown in the drawing. That
is, there will be the same units of
energy per unit surface area. This
will be reflected by the visual
sensation that the screen appears to
have the same "brightness" or
luminance allover. We could .imply
say that on any given spot there is
one light ray falling. In ~his case,
over the five points shown, we would
measure one ray over each point. or
five total units of light energy.
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If we now disturb ~he 5itua~ion and
alter the path, or flight direction,
of ooe of these rays,
will notice
that the energy distribution pattern
has changed. From one place the light
ray is removed, with the illumination
falling to zero, and at another, the
light that was taken from the
previous point is added to that point
with the consequence that the
illumination is doubled. This area
appears twice as bright as the
undisturbed ~urround.

w.

Notice that the total energy has
remained unchanged. We have simply
taken some energy from one place and
moved i t to another. We have.
however, set up a system for
detecting th. fact th~t some
disturbance located between the light
~ource aod the screen has appeared,
changing a ·steady state- condition.
The exact location and magnitude of
the disturbance is hard to pinpoint,
however.
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Generally, in what could be called
direct shadowqraph recording, the
screen is a piece of photosensitized
material the size of which limits the
size of the subject that can be
adequately recorded on it. If this is
the system design, then the work must
be carried out in a darkened
laboratory .
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The sharpness of the images secured
with this type of detection system
depends largely on the size of the
source, the smaller the better. Also,
as the distance from the source to
the screen increase~, the sharpness
of the shadow image formed increases.
Sensitivity, on the other hand,
increases a5 the distance between the
disturbance and the screen increases.
Sensitivity and resolution depend on
opposing parameters.
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Where ~hR screen size is insufficient
to cover the subjec~, an indirect
method can usually be employed. This
consists of photographing the
5hadowgraph pattern with & more or
le.s "standard" camera. This is
accomplishRd by causing the pattern
to fallon a whi~e screen and,
usually, photographing from behind
the disturbance. This, however,
causes the subject it.elf to
interfere with the view of the
screen. Keeping ~he camera/light axis
as close a5 possible minimizes this
effect. An al~.rnative is to
photograph the shadow pattern from
behind a translucent ~creen .
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Gains in luminous efficiency and
evenness of illumination on the
screen can be accomplished by
collimating the light source. This,
however, has the effect of limiting
the field size, and thus the subject
size which can be recorded by the
system.
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A big advantage of the shadowgraph
system is that it is relatively cheap
to set up and that it can deal with
subjects of relatively large size.
Attempts to increase the system
sensitivity invariably raise the cost
and the improved versions usually
.tart to become very similar to
Sohlieren systems.

A further modifioation of the
shadowgraph, and one which starts to
approach the principles of Schlieren
systems, employs a retroreflective
material as the screen to increase
the luminous efficiency.
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The "Sco~chlite" material used as the
screen has the property of reflecting
light incident on it back in the same
direction it arrived. Thus, a small
camera located next to the light
source will collect a relatively
large amount of the light emitted by
the source if it is located very
close to the source itself.
Disturbances between the source and
the screen will alter the direction
of the reflected light rays causing
them to bypass ~he camera lens. The
areas from which the light is thus
removed will appear dark on the image
of the Scotchlite screen. Some areas,
on the other hand. may marginally
gain brightnes•. Thi6 method has been
used in full daylight conditions to
secure technically useful data
related to explosives and ballistics
behavior.

While Shadowgraphs and Schlieren
techniques are both used to study
refractive index changes in a variety
of subjects, Schlieren systems are
particularly useful when high
sensitivity is required or when a
color record is desired. Schlieren
systems actually are nothing more
than Shadowgraphs in which the
deflected rays are interefered with
in 50me manner, rather than allowing
these rays to reach the imaging
screen undisturbed.

To understand ~he principle on which
Schlieren sys~em~ work consider that
a lens makes an image of every point
in the subject by collactinq a cone
of light emanating from each subject
point. The size or area of the base
of this cone is determined by ~he
size of the lens aperture. For a
given image size, the larger the base
dimension, the brighter the image on
the '!Screen.

:

Thus, ~s a lens i . stopped down we do
Dot see the edges of the diaphragm
decreasing the field of view or
casting • noticeable shadow on the
groundgl.ss of a camera'. viewfinder,
but rather we simply 5 • • that the
luminance or brightness of the image
decreases simultaneously overall as
the aperture is decreased.

It is interesting to note that the
aperture can, in fact, b. located
anywhere in the diaphragm plane and
the .ffect is the ••me. That is, no
matter where the aperture is, a full
imagR of the subject will be formed
at the film or scr.en plane and that
i t ' . brightness will simply be
controlled by the open area of the
diaphragm.

In fact, one could carry this process
to the ultimate end and logically
figure out that it would be
theoretically possible to make the
opening ~lmost infinitely small.
Then, the diameter of the aperture
would be as sm~ll as one light ray.
However, even if this were the case,
a ray em~natin9 from a point on the
subject would manage to pass through
this "hole" ~nd fallon a
correspondinq location on the screen.

Actually, in this assumed state, one
light ray from every point on the
subject side of the hole would be
able to pass through it and arrive at
the screen. Thus, a "standard",
upside down, reversed left-to-right,
image of the subject will be present
at the screen. This ultimately means
that every point on the surface of a
lens produces a complete image of the
SUbject.
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The more "points" t.here

~re

t.o form

an image, and this is governed by the
total Area of the lens, the brighter
the combined image formed by the
contributions of the individual
components or lens surface point.

beeom••. Thus, the larQer the
aperture the brighter the image

because more points on the lens
contribute their individual images to
the final composite. In graphical
form this is shown by the size of the
cone of illumination at each imag_
location. In photographic terms we
deal with this tact every time we

adjust the f_ of the lens.
Now, assuming that we start with a
source on the left, the lens makes an
image of this source on the right,
and the light continues onward until
it is intercepted by a screen.

-

The brightness of ~ point on the
5urf~ce of the lens is affected .5
explained above and is a function of
the size of the source and it's
brightness or luminance. Thus we can
draw rays extending from the limits
of the source to represent the cone
of rays that illuminate. a qiven
point on the lens surface.
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As the.e divergent rays le.ve the
lens surface, they all pass throuqh
the focal plane of the lens at the
place where the image of the light
source is located. Eventually these
rays fallon the screen and note
that, as before with the shadowgraph
system, we can, in this very
simplified diagram, deduce (and
measure) that the illumination level
is unity in each of the three sample
areas on the screen illuminated by
the three different points on the
lens surface.

Next, the direction of ~h8 beam
emanating from the middle point on
the lens is altered by some means.
This causes the light beam to fall
superimposed on the same spot as the
beam from the lower point. The
consequence of this is that the
brightness distribution on the screen
changes. At the top we measure two
units of energy, in the middle none,
and the bottom spot remains
undisturbed. The total energy still
is three units as before but i t
exists in a redistributed state. From
this new pattern which is visible on
the screen one can tell that light
was bent away from the middle spot
and added to the top spot on the
scre.n. That is, a disturbance which
changed the direction of the light
rays caused this change.
This caD then be attributed to a
refraction of the light beam as it
traveled between the source and the
scr•• n. The location and magnitude of
the refractive gradient which caused
this change in brightness is hard to
estimate because similar total
effects can be achieved by a small
gradient over a large distance or a
large gradient over a short distance.
Plus the disturbance can be located,
&5 shown here, anywhere along the
light beam for that matter. Up to
this point we have simply set up a
shadowgraph system once again.
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Note that an obstruction can be
placed next to the location of the
image through which all light beams
radiating from the lens's surface
pass. Thi. will have no effect on the
undeflected rays, but those that are
bent will fallon this obstruction
and fail to arrive at the screen.
Thus, the bent light is simply
removed from the screen and not added
somewhere el ••. This interaction of
deviated light with an obstruction is
the principle on which the Schlieren
syste. operat••. Notice that in this
configuration, the image formed on
the screen is a shadow image and that
it is usually quite uDsharp.

Q

We will now examine the process
further and improve on it's sharpness
as we discuss focused systems. Here a
second lens is added behind the image
of the light source formed by the
first leos, commonly called a "field

lens", or flfield mirror" in mirror
systems which will b. discussed
later. The term "schlieren head" is

often used instead of

~field

lens".

The ray. of light emanating from one
field lens point are intercepted by a
second lens, the camera lens. It's
focal length does not matter. It is
chosen to simply provide an image
size of the field lens which is
adequate for the purpose. This camera
lens, when focused on a point on the
surface of the field lens, will
reproduce that surface point as a
sharp image point on it's scr.en.

v
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As discussed earlier, the brightness
of any point on the field lens
surface, and as a result the
brightness of corresponding image
points, is a result of two factors.
For a given brightness of the lamp,
the brightness of image points can be
increased by incre.sing the size of
the source, effectively increasing
the cone of illumination reaching
each image point in a similar manner
as if the diaphragm of a camera lens
had been opened up.
Alternately, for & given source size
the brightness of a point on the
surfac. of the field lens can be
changed by varying the source
brightness. This can be accomplished
by a voltage change to the filament.
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Aqain,

no~e tha~

the second lens

reproduces each point on the field
lens's surface. In this case i t forms
an image on the lower edge of the
field lens at the top of the
screen ...

v

... and in

thi~

case i t forma an image

of a field lens point located high on
it's surface at the bottom of the
screen ...

.. . and now three field lens point
locations are shown simultaneously.
If the process were extended to
account for all light rays, again we
would notice that the brightness
distribution on the screen is

uniform.

,-

Now, an opaque obstruction extendipg
from the top dowDwards is placed at a
location close to that of the surface
of the screen .. ,
... this obstruction blocks those
light rays that would have fallen on
the top portions of the screen but
does not affect the brightness of the
screen below. The ob.truc~ion
basically casts a shadow of itself on
the screen. Some of the light is
actually eliminated from reaching the
top of the screen.

If you were to look at the
groundglass located at the screen
position you would see the top of the
image of the lens go dark. The shadow
would appear to come down from the
top as the mask is lowered.

\I
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Now, vakiDQ the same mask to a
location near the field lens, we
would notice that as the mask again
is lowered from the top, we would
start to cover up the surface of the
field lens from the top. This is
refl.cted at the final image plane.
within the camera, as a gradual
darkening of the image starting from
the bottom. The unaffected points on
the field lens surface will not
change in brightness because they can
still beam the totality of the light
rays which come from the source.
The visual impression apparent at the
screen, then, is as shown here, with
darkness appearing to move upwards
now even though the opaque
obstruction is moving downwards as
was the case above. One might ask,
then, whether there is a place that
the obstruction, commonly called a
"knife edge", can be located at which
the inflexion, or reversal of
direction of shadow motion, occurs.
With the knife edge at this location
one should not notice the direction
in which the shadow is moving but
would rather simply perceive a
gradual darkening of the image of the
field lens on the camera'. screen.

KNIH' EDG-E
MUST !IE l'LACn AT

fOCUS OF J=lfLl) LENS

The location at which the knife edge
causes this gradual overall darkening
without giving a hint of the
direction in which it is being
inserted into the light beam is when
it is located at the exact focus of
the field lens. This point or plane
is sometimes referred to ~s the
schlieren plane or stop. All we have
done so far is to set up for a
Foucault test of a lens l •
In these illustrations the image of
the light source is shown falling on
an improvised knife edge with the
whole image falling on the
obstruction ~ In practice a small<'V
amount of light is allowed to pass by
the knife edge to give the background
a noticeable tone. How this is
accomplished is discu~sed next.
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Referring to an earlier illustration,
we discussed that the brightness of
any given point in the image could be
altered by changing the source size.
Th~ exact same effect can be produced
by changing the size of the image of
the source. This is what happens when
the knife edge is inserted at the
exact focus of the field lens. By
taking a single point on the surface
of the field lens a~ an example, you
can see that the insertion of the
knife edge cuts into the beam of
light coming from the surface of the
field lens. This results in a fewer
light rays reaching the corresponding
image point on the screen, thus
causing the brightness of that point
to fall. The effect, again, is
exactly the same as if we had
decreas~d th~ size of the source
itself. Basically, if the knife edge
cuts 50% into the beam the
illumination level at the screen will
drop to 50% of ~he original level.

Just to carry the point a bit
further, note that since the light
rays from all points, here summarized
with just two, pass through the image
plane of the field lens, the knife
edge will simultaneously cut into the
image of the source formed by the
cumulative oontribution of all points
on the lens surface. At any other
location along the beam, the knife
edge interferes more with some of the
image beams than others causing an
uneven darkening of ~he image of the
field lens. Therefore, with the knife
edge in this location, the brightness
of every image poin~ i . diminished
simultaneously. The visual appearance
of ehis process of cut~ing into the
image of ~he light source, then, is
as shown in this illustration.

/3

~his point i t may be appropriate
to mention that if field lenbes are
used, the schlieren field may appear
colored even with no disturbances
present.
A~

FOCUS OF FIHD LENS
VARIf:5 WITH
WAVELEN6TH
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This is due to the fact that unless
the field lens is free from chromatic
aberration, it's focal length, thus
the location of the sharply focused
source image varies with wavelength.
Since the knife edge must be located
at the exact focua of the lens this
caD only be achieved perfectly for
one wavelength. This means that all
other ~harp images of the source
formed by the other wavelengths will
be out of foous at the knife edge.
This caU58S an uneven distribution
for .11 wavelengths other than the
ODe which is sharply focused at the
knife edge. This then causes an
unev&n distribution of colors to
appear on the screen. This is one of
the rea.ons that high quality concave
first $urface mirrors are used
instead of lenses since mirror optics
do not suffer from chromatic
aberration.
At this point we will look at a
situation in which the light from a
point on the field lens travels
undeviated and deviated paths through
the system. When the beam is
deflected from its normal path by
some disturbance at the point of
origin of the beam as it leaves the
lens, the beam may be deflected
downwards as shown in this example.
This now forms an ima~e of the light
source below the point where all the
other images are form_d by these
other points on the surfaoe of the
lens.

A. ~hiw deviated ligh~ beam continues
to travel towards the right all of it
is intercepted by the second, camera,
lens. This lens "sees" the liqh~
coming from the same spot on the lens
as an undevia~ed beam would come
trom, and thuw proceeds to place ~he
light in this deviated beam in the
same spot that it would place the
ligh~ from an undeviated beam.
This i. no~ the case, however, if the
disturbance happens beyond the
radiating surface of the field lens.
Then, the second lens sees the
deviated beam as coming from a
different location on the field lens
than an undeviated beam would come
from. Thus, the light ends up in a
different location than ~he one at
which the undeviated beam would have
arrived. This cau.e. the subtraction
of light from one location and the
addition of this light to another
location ... a shadowgraph.
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If now, in the steady state or
reference mode, a knife edge is
introduced just below the image of
the source then the screen will still
appear as bright a. it possibly can
because all the light from every
field lens point i. collected by the
second lens without in~erference.
However, if as shown, the beam from a
given point is deflected downwards,
in that case the deflected light is
stopped by ~he knife edge and it is,
in this case, totally eliminated from
the screen. That spot on the image of
the field lens goe. dark. If the
disturbance is not at the surface of
the field lens the image of the spot
from which the beam emanated darkens
anyway. Notice that as was the case
in a previous example, in thi. case
the refracted or deviated light is
completely eliminated from ~he
system. Unlike a shadowQraph the
refracted light is IOl ow t
a~ least
to tne screen. A• •tated earlier,
this i . the operating principle of a
scnlieren system.
lO
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Now let us set up the system so ~hat
half of the sharply focused image of
the source is obstructed in the
steady state condition. Then all
screen points in the camera become
half as luminous as they can possibly
get. Now, when the upper beam gets
deflected away from the knife edge at
a point in the field lens, the image
which this point would have
contributed at the knife edge is able
to pass the edge completely but even
though i t has a Dew direction all of
the beam is intercepted by the second
lens. As above, this lens sees the
light coming from the point at which
the beam was deflected and thus i t
places all the light in this beam OD
the corresponding image point OD the
screen. This point will now appear as
briqh~ a~ it there were no knife edge
in ~he system at all. Again, unlike
in shadowgraphs r note that screen
brightness at this point goes up
without a corresponding loss of
illumination at some other point.

If, as is more usually the case, the
disturbance does not happen in the
field lens, then the second lens will
place these deflected image forming
rays in a different spot than ~he one
they belong to. This means that the
spot from which ~he beam emanated
will darken. Further, however, the
spot from which the second lens sees
the deflected rays coming from, will
increase or remain unchanged in
brightness. The latter happens if the
source image is comple~ely blocked by
the knife edge. Again, a shadowgraph
in nature. The knife edge, however,
interacts with the deflected rays as
the image of the source moves acro.s
it. A schlieren characteristic. Thus,
schlieren and shadowgraph are
combined on one optical system in
this manner.
Therefore, shadowqraphs and schlieren
systems are quite in~errela~ed. It
could be said that a true schlieren
system can not exist unless the
region of refrac~ive index gradients
can be confined to the field lens
plane.
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Two interesting, and popular,
variations on the hard edge technique
discussed so far follow. The first.
merely replaces the opaque knife edge
with a transparent colored filter
array. A simple but popular array
COD§lsts of filter material arranged
as shown here and placed in the plane
of the knife edge.
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Note that in 'this "color" schlieren
system all the undeviated rays are
made to pass through a narrow, blue,
oentral filter band. Thus, the
schlieren field as seen on the screen
of the camera acquires an overall
color of blue. When a beam is
deviated from it~ normal path and
bent downwards, i t moves so that more
and more of it passes through the red

aBED

filter with that spot

OD

the screen

becoming first magenta and eventually
completely red. Conversely, if ~he
beam is deflected upwards, the 5pot
becomes first cyan and eventually
turns totally green.
It should be mentioned ~hat
disturbances which cause the beam to
deflect farther than the limits of
the diameter of the second lens
completely disappear from view and
not only do those areas go totally
black on the screen, the light which
belongs to those areas obviously can
not be added to any other spot on the
screlln either.

.......
... . .....•.

,,

Again, if the disturbance ocurrs away
from the field lens surface the light
energy from a given spot will be
added to another point on the screen.
If the deviated light g08S through
the green filter but it appears to
come from a normally red region, then
that area on the screen will appear
yellowish, while the area from which
the beam actually is coming from will
diminish in intensity.

A second variation is pO.5ible by
substituting a soft edge, or
graduated filter for th_ hard edge or
the color array. This scheme is
particularly useful if there are
large changes or gradients in
density. Further it tends to result
in improved sharpness due to a
lessening of diffraction effects as
light interacts with the sharp hard
edge, or the hard color edges of the
color filter array.
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One simply replaces the hard knife
edge with a graduated density filter
and moves this filter with respect to
the image of the light source until
the image of the field le05 assumes
some desired brightness level .
Refraction of a particular beam
across the filter will cause the
image of the source to pass through
more or less dense areas of the
filter. This results in a decrease or
increase in illumination of the
points which correspond to the
locations which the light in these
beams represent. Since the light beam
does not interact with a .harp edge
diffraction effects are less
apparent.

Further, since the contrast of the
graded edge can be made steep or
shallow, the sensitivity of ~he
system can be extended over a large
dynamic range with. shallow contrast
filter. A sharp oontrast graded
filter starts to behave more and more
like a regular knife edge and
sensitivity and dynamic range are for
all intents and purposes controlled
by the size of the source. The
smaller the size of the source in a
direction perpendicular to the edge,
the greater the sensitivity and the
smaller the dynamic range.
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The sensitivity of a schlieren system
is also dependent on the field lens
or mirror focal length, the longer
the focal length the greater the
sensitivity. Actually, what matters
is the distance between the
disturbance and the knife edge. This
can obviously be made greater with
increasing focal length so
sensitivity is tied in with focal
length in this manner.
In terms of sensitivity black and
white system~ seem to me to be more
sensitive, but at the expense of
dynamio range. On the other hand, the
dynamio range of color systems can be
large while retaining a respectable
level of sensitivity. The reason for
this is that in the color system the
image of ~he light source can 'travel
across ~ number of transparent
obstructions continuing to yield
information about the interaction
between the image of the source and
the series of colored filters. in the
black and white system the image of
the light source can only be
displ~ced over a distance equal to
it's width before exhaus~inq the
range of tones it is capable of
forming at the camera's screen.

One most interesting effect, and one
Which dramatically illustra~es the
point ~hat most schlieren systems
basically consis~ of two superimposed
optioal systems, is apparent when the
aperture of the second lens is
altered. Notice that unless the
diaphragm is closed ~o a very small
opening, changes in the aperture of
thi5 lens have no effect on the light
beams which form the image of ~he
light .ource at the knife edge. This
means that as far as the schlieren
field is concerned, its brigh~ness is
affected only by the size and
brightness of the light source. The
brightness of ~he "silhouette" of the
subject is controlled by the aperture
of the camera lens and the light
falling on the .urfaoe of the subject
located in the schlieren beam.

By adding lighe to an opaque subject,
which may be cau~iDg density changes
near i~, the surface of the subject
becomes vi9ible without the
background, or schlieren, field being
affected. The three images shown here
were taken at decreasing apertures
but a~ the same exposure time. Note
that ~he visibility of the candle
flame becomes less as the lens is
stopped down but that the background
density remain. unchanged.
Now we will briefly review the
optical layout of a single field lens
sohlieren system. The source consists
of a compact, rectangular light
source with well defined edges. If
this is not available, a larger and
less regular source can be reduced in
size and shaped by passing it through
a slit which may have variable width
capability.
The filament of the lamp, or the
slit, is located at roughly ~wo focal
lengths from the field lens. This
forms a life size image of the source
also two focal lengths on the other
side of the field lens. The knife
edge or filter array is located at
this plane. It is moved back and
forth until the image of the source
is sharply focused on the knife edge.
A camera lens is located somewhere
beyond the knife edge location making
sure that the diaphragm of the lens
is wide open or at least that the
diaphragm does not interfere with ~he
ligh~ rays which form the image of
the source at the knife edge. With
autoaperture lenses it is best to set
them in the manual mode. Some workers
have used the edge of the actual
camera len. diaphragm as a substitute
for a separate knife edge with
success.
If the camera lens is aimed at the
field lens and focused on the subject
plane which should be as close to the
field lens as possible. Then, a fully
illuminated image of the surface of
this lens should be visible in the
viewfinder.
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As the knife edqe is inserted into
the beam the illumination should
gradually diminish overall. If a

color fil~er array is inserted in the
beam, then the field should acquire
an even color made up of the color of
the central filter band when the
light which forms the image of the
source passes through it. Fields of
uneven brightness or color
distribution Are qenerally considered
technically imperfect in their
alignment and set-up. When the
subject is placed in it's proper
location it will show up in
silhouette against the background.

It is also possible to set up a "dark
field" schlieren system by making the
knife edge block all the rays in the
steady .tate condition. Then, only
beams which are bent away from the
e4ge will a4d light to corresponding
image poin~s in the viewfinder. Or,
the knife edge can be a strip, or a
circle, if a circular source is u5ed,
which just blocks the image of the
source. Then, ~ny movement of the
image of the source across ~he strip
will add light to the 9roundQlass.
With the circular knife edge movement
in any direction becomes detectable.
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Now we'll look at the l.yout for a
single mirror type schlieren system.
Besides the freedom from chromatic
aberration, mirrors have the added
advantage over lenses that they need
to only have one surface ground and
poli.hed and th.t defects in the
substrate are usually of much less
significance. Thus large diame~er
mirrors are considerably less
expensive and better than lenses for
Schlieren applications.
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In this system the basic layout of
distances and alignment procedures is
the same as with a single lens
system. However, since the light is
reflected by a mirror, the bendinq
angle caused by the light passing
through the density gradient located
in front of the mirror is doubled in
magnitude. Thus, this type of
schlieren system has twice the
sensitivity of • lens type system of
equivalent focal length. It is known
as a double-pass or 2X sensitivity
system.
The gain in sensitivity of a single
mirror or two-pass schlieren system
is not achieved without penalty.
Notice that the axis of illumination
and the axis of view are not
coincident. Since there i5 a small
separation b.tween the two, the
subject obscures part of the mirror
surface from the light source
essentially c ••ting a shadow on the
mirror surface. From the point of
view of the recording camera, the
subject covers up a different portion
of the mirror surface. These effects
combine to produce what appears to be
a double image of the subject at the
camera. These are actually the
subject and it. shadow. They can be
made less objectionable by keeping
the separation between the source and
the camera lens small. There are
schemes whereby the two can be made
coincident, but only at the expense
of light available in the system.
Thea. examples show that the colors
visible in a color schlieren system
are totally dependent on the
arrangement of the filters used in
the system. As mentioned earlier, as
f~r a. sensitivity is concerned
theoretically, there is no intrinsic
advantage in a color vs. a black and
white record other than we ~re able
to distinguish differences in color
easier than differences in tone. The
advantage of color systems lies
primarily in the extended range of
light beam deviations they can
aocomodate without stopping to yield
u5eful information.

The most popular type of schlieren
system is the "Z" type and 'this is
the type that is most often used in
conjunction with wind tunnel studies.
The liqht source used has the same

requirements as for systems presented
earlier, however. in this layout it
is located to one side of one of the
two schlieren mirrors and exactly one
focal length away from the mirror.
Because of it's placement in this
position, the mirror projects a more
or less paralell beam of light, as if
trying to focus the light from the
source at infinity. The location of
the source, in fact, is adjusted
until the emerging beam from the
mirror maintains the same diameter
over an extended distance.
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A second mirror, which can be located
a cODsiderable distance from ~he
first, thus allowing the wind ~unnel
to be placed between them, intercepts
the light beam from the first mirror.
Because it is paralell and therefore
appearing to come from infinity, the
second mirror bring5 this light to a
focus, and forms and image of the
source one focal length from it's
surface. The mirror is turned so tha~
it places the image on the opposite
side of the beam as the location of
the source. This placement tends to
reduce aberrations introduced by the
first lens being at an angle to the
source.

While the placement of the knife edge
is standard, the distance of the
c~mera to the image pl.ne will need
to be adjusted so that the lens is
nearer to the image plane than when
focused on infinity. Most standard
camera lenses do not allow this and
lenses on bellows need to be used.
The reason for the unusual
requirement mentioned above is that
the second schlieren mirror acts as
an auxiliary optical element with
respect to the light rays that make
up the image of the object located in
the schlieren field.
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When the subject is located exactly
one focal length from the mirror, the
mirror in effect projects the image
forming raY5 to infinity. The.e rays
arrive to the camera l.ns as such and
this lens will ne.d to be set to
infinit.y focus.
When the subj.ct is located farther
from the mirror than one focal
length, then the mirror brings the
image forming rays to a real focus
and the rays leave t.he mirror
converging t.owards this focus point
where a real invert.ed imaOR of t.he
schlieren field will be formed. Since
these rays are converging when t.hey
arrive at the camera lens, and t.he
camera lens-to-screen distance is
le••t. when the incident rays from a
subject. are paralell, t.he lens will,
in fact, form an image of the subject
at a di.tance le•• than that which it
has when the lens i. focused at
infinity.
It i. only if the schlieren field is
locat.ed at. a dist.ance smaller than
the focal length of the second mirror
that the camera lens will need to be
racked out. beyond i t ' . infinity
.et.ting. When t.he subject. is located
here, then the diverging angle of the
ray. from the subject i. reduced in
magnitude but they l.ave the mirror
still diverging. Thus when tha camera
lan. intercepts them the lens will
need t.o be extended beyond its
infinity position.
Generally, the schlieren field is not
locat.ed so close t.o the second mirror
because it's location here would
introduce aberration. and possibly
interfere with t.he light source
••••mbly. In addition, one of the
primary advantage. of t.he double
mirror system i. exactly that the
di.tance between t.he mirrors can be
kept large to introduce object.s as
large a • • wind t.unnel between them.
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shadowgraph and schlieren systems are
not representations of absolute
temperature or density of a medium.
Thus, they can not, for example,
distinguish warm air from cold air.
All each can do is ~o detect an edge
or a gradient. That is, if it is

established that there is in ~he
subject an area which is warm, then
proceeding from the left, for
example, one will run first into a
density gradient going from high to
low. This may cause the image of the
light source to move away from ~he
knife edge thus this gradient will
appear brighter than the surround.
Conversely, as the other edge of the
warm area is traversed, one would 90
from a low density area to a high
density one. This will cause the
image of ~he source to move in the
opposite direction as in the previous
case. Therefore, this gradien~ will
appear as a darker area on the
screen.
Also, it should be no~ed once more
that ~he reverse dis~ribution of
.ubject tones, or colors in a color
set-up, can be secured by the simple
expedien~ of reversing the position
of the knife edge.

In a simplified subject as
illustrated here, areas of uniform
density regardless of whether they
are high or low or in between, will
appear &s areas of uniform brightness
at the final image. It bears
repeating that shadowgraphs and
schlieren systems detect edges,
ohanges, or simply gradients, which
cause a deviation in the path of
light rays whioh travel through these
qradieD~s.
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So far we have covered quite standard
applications of shadowgraph and
schlieren systems. The applications
all deal with imaging density
gradients in transparent subjects.
These density gradients alter the
path of light rays and these deviated
rays rearrange the light energy
distribution on a screen for the
shadowgraph system, or interact
positively or negatively with a knife
edge in a schlieren system to produce
brightness or luminance changes at an
image plane.

SHADOWGRAPHS
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Both systems depend on altering the
path of light rays by "refraction".
But the path of light rays can also
be altered by "reflectioo", Thus it
should be possible to also design
reflection shadowqraph and schlieren
syst.ems .
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First we need a source and ~hen a
reflective subject. This will
invariably be some kind of a
morQ-or-less-fla~ surface. The light
r~ys from ~he source reflect. off this
surface and proceed to fallon a
screen as in a typical shadowgraph
set.-up. The brigh~ness of ~his screen
we will assume is rather uniform.

When a

dis~urbance

appears which
the flat.ness of t.he subject's
surface, light. rays assume new flight
pat.hs or directions depending on the
angle at which t.hey fallon the
uneven surface. Since their direction
is altered, they fallon new areas on
the screen and change t.he brightness
distribution ... but not the ~otal
light energy falling on the screen.
Suffice it to say that the new
pattern formed on the screen is a
direct indication of the fact that
the surface is no longer flat.
al~er9
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A similar scheme can be set up wi~h a
schlieren system, with the surface
under study made to interact with the
schlieren beam in any of a number of
schemes. We will set up ~ system
which might be used to .tudy the
surface flatness of a solid subject.

The light source i . placed one focal
length from a lens, The light beam
leaves this lens essentially in a
paralell collimated beam. The beam
reaches the reflective surface.
Assuming that the surface is truly
flat, the beam is reflected equally
at every point and heads back towards
the schlieren head or lens. If the
source is placed exactly on axis, and
the surface is perpendicular to it,
then the reflected beam will be
reimaged on the source. Since this is
not generally ~ useful lOCAtion, the
source should be located slightly off
axis, causing the reflected beam to
form an image of the source slightly
off axis on the other side. This is
the location for the schlieren knife
edge, with the camera lens located
slightly beyond the edge as in a
regular schlieren system.
Introducing the knife edge into the
light source image here ha. the same
effect as in a transmission schlieren
system. The overall field brightness
changes as the knife edge i . made to
cut off more or less of the image of
the light source.
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If the surface contains areas which
are not flat, then the slope of the
surface will cause the image of the
light source to move .with respect to
the knife edg•. If a point causes the
image of the source to move towards
the knife edge, then that area of the
image of the surface at the camera
screen will darken. Conversely, if
the image is deflected away from the
edge, then that area will lighten. If
the image is deflected along the
edge, then the area causing this
disturbance will darken while an
adjacent area will lighten. Thus, the
schlieren and shadowgraph systems are
superimposed on each other.
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In fact, not only are the two optical
systems superimposed on each other,
but it is even possible to
superimpose the refractive and
reflective configurations on each
other as well. A typical application
for such an arrangement would be the
desire to study density gradients
within a substance and their
rela~ionship to patterns on the
surface of transparent solids or
liquids which also are supposed to
have a flat surface.
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The optical layout required to
superimpose the two types of systems
for the study of the effect of
convection on the surface of a liquid
would start with a source slightly
off the axis of a schlieren field
lens and one focal length away. The
field lens projects a paralell beam
of ligh~ which is defleoted by a
first surfaoe mirror at an angle of
close to, but not quite, 90 degrees
and onto the surface of the liquid,
here shown in idealized form. Since
the liquid will automatically have a
level, though not nece~sarily flat,
surface, it will reflect a
substantial amount of the incident
light back up towards the field lens.
This light will eventually form an
image of the source close to it's
real location. Since the source was
slightly off axis, it's image will
also be a little displaced. If the
surface is truly flat, then at the
plane of this image, all the points
on the liquid surface will contribute
their own individual images of the
source. If, however, some surface
points are at an angle, then the
images of the source formed by these
points will be displaced and will
interact with the knife edge in
unequal ways causing a typical
schlieren pattern of light and dark
tones to appear on the camera's
screen.

IF
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Ignoring for now the liQht that was
reflected at the liquid 9urface, a
large portion of the light incident
OD this $urf~c. passes through into
the bulk of the liquid. ASQuminq that
the liquid 19 free of density
gradients, the light proceeds down to
the bottom of the container
undisturbed. Here i t is reflected by
another first surface mirror aligned
at an angle which is not quite 0

degrees, which is the

~ngl. th.~

the

liquid surface sets itself to. The
light which is reflected DOW travels
back up through the liquid and out of
the surface, back through the field
lens, and eventually ~his light, too,
forms .n image of the lighe source
somewhere clo•• to the original
sourCE and close to the location of
the imaoe formed by the liqht
reflected from the surface. A second
knife adoe is inserted into thi.,
second, 1mB;e of the source. If the
bulk of the liquid has den5ity
;radients present, these CAuse the
ima;e of the source to move with
respect to the second knife edge
oreatin; A schlieren pattern on the
scr•• n of the second CAmera due
primarily to the den&ity qradients in
the bulk of the liquid. With some
perseverance it is even possible to
record both schlieren patterns on the
screen of a sinole camerA as shown by
the accompanying illustration.

END

In conclu.ion, while the theory and
applications of shadowqraphs and
sohlieren systems seem to have been
exhausted and the processes described
in ;r.at detAil by a great number of
worker5 in this field, I hope that
the material whioh you have heard
discussed and seen demonstrated in
this workshop has helped to introduce
you to some of the ba.io concepts
associated with these often
misunderstood techniques. Although I
probably could not help with
mathematical model in; of these
system., if I may be of further help
in any other way plaase do not
hesitate to write to me at the Photo
Tech DepArtment at RIT or simply call
me .~ (716)475-2592.

